The purpose of this research is to determine how models of human auditory physiology can improve the performance of automatic speech recognition systems. In this study, a series of experiments was undertaken to discover how humans categorize and confuse vowels in natural speech. The recognition task comprised a large number of vowel nuclei isolated from naturally spoken sentences of a large number of talkers. Machine vowel classifiers were trained to match the results of these vowel categorization experiments using two input feature representations: a spectral-energy feature representation, and a representation derived from an auditory model. Classifiers trained to input representations derived from the auditory model match human performance and are more robust in the presence of noise and spectral filtering than classifiers trained to spectral-energy representations.
INTRODUCTION
Most current automatic speech recognition systems are based on a spectral-energy approach to feature extraction, such as computation of FITS. LPC or cepstral coefficients. The paformance of these systems is often severely degraded in noise and in conditions of spectral distortion ([ 11) . Signal processing approaches based on the human auditory system have been proposed to improve performance under these adverse conditions ([2]). In this work, we concentrate on the problem of vowel perception by buman listeners and by machine classifiers and address two questions: 1) how do humans categorize and confuse vowels in natural speech? 2) can machine vowel classifiers be trained to match human performance on a natural vowel classification task?
METHODS
Vowel database: A corpus of 1845 steady-state vowel nuclei with durations ranging from 50-1 77 msecs was manually extracted from the n M l T data-base. Nuclei occurred in CVC context in sentences spoken by 100 talken (74 male and 26 fanale) in West Coast American English. The TIMIT-supplied phonetic labeling of sentences was used to establish the CVC context, but was otherwise not used in this study. Vowels were resampled at 8 kHz, normalized to a standard RMS amplitude and stored in disk files for use in the listening and machine classification experiments.
Subjects:
Eight linguisticilly sophisticated listeners, 1 male and 7 female native speakers of West Coast English with ages ranging from 20 to 26, were recruited from undergraduate and graduate students in linguistics.
Experimental protocol: A computer-controlledexperimental system presented listeners with sounds and recorded their responses. Sets of 100 vowel nuclei were selected by the computer at random from a universe of 1845 vowels, and each set was paired w i t h an orthographic transcription of one of nine monothong vowel categories (fiy/, Ah/, /eh/, /ae/, /ah/, /d, /ao/, /UN, and /uw/), displayed on the computer screen. Listeners rated each vowel's correspondence to the displayed vowel category on a scale of 0-3 by depressing appropriate keys on a keypad. Subsequent sets of lo0 vowels was paired with a different displayed vowel category until listeners had judged all 1845 utterances in each of 9 vowel categories, producing a r c~w mponse m u r k (RRM) of 1845 x 9 elements. Completing the entire experiment took listeners approximately 12 hours spread over many Sessjons, each of which was generally about one-half hour long.
In preliminary experiments, we determined that the most discriminating listeners assigned only 5.7% of vowel nuclei to the sum of categories 2 and 3 combined, whereas the least discriminating listeners assigned as much as 18.4% to these two categories. Because the analysis of data would have been confounded by averaging responses from individuals with markedly different overall standards of discrimination, we provided listeners with the guideline that only approximately 5% of utterances should be rated 2 or 3. Before proceeding with the main experimental task of 1845 vowels, listeners were screened with a shorrer qualification task comprising only lo0 vowels x 9 categories. This qualification task served to accustomize listeners to the experimental paradigm, and allowed US to assess their standard of discrimination and the consistency of their results.
Three of the original 11 listeners recruited for these experiments were excluded from the main study based on their performance on the qualification task.
RESULTS

. 1 . Evaluation of Listening Experiments
Raw response matrices: The percentage of ratings assigned by listeners to the four rating categories -0, 1, 2 and 3 -varied much more than the percentage assigned in the sum of categories. Accordingly, in our data analysis, we first coalesced the listener's responses into two binary categories: n, comprising ratings 0 and 1, and y, comprising ratings 2 and 3. The percentage of y-ratings from the 8 listeners ranged from 4.0% to 6.1 %, and averaged 4.5%. Summarizing the data from these listening experiments, we find that: I ) individual listeners d@er strikingly in their absolute chsijication ofvowels. Listeners classified few of the presented vowels (36%) as acceptable examples of any vowel category and classified only 30% unambiguously. There was also a substantial difference in categorical perception between listeners, even though these listeners all had similar standards of discrimination. Only 21% of vowels were classified by all listeners as belonging to no category at all, and only 2% of vowels were assigned to a single category on which all listeners agreed. Also, listeners differed significantly in the distribution of ratings they assigned to the 9 vowel categories; for example, the percentage of yratings assigned to /uw/ varied from 2% to 9%.
These data lead us to suggest that the natural listening task posed by these experiments, in which listeners are presented with a large number of vowel nuclei excised from natural running speech from a large number of speakers, is quanmatively different than the task posed by most vowel classification experiments, in which a small corpus of carefully produced vowels exemplars are drawn from clearly defined vowel categories are spoken in isolation or in highly constrained sentence contexts by a limited number of speakers (141). The fact that so few vowels in our experiment using natural speech can be classified unambiguously by themselves, buttresses the suggestion that the consonantal context in which these vowels appear in natural speech most likely plays a significant role in the natural speech task.
2) Listeners make similar conficrions in assigning vowels IO vowel curegories. Although classification of vowels by individual listeners differ significantly, the confusions made between vowel classes are similar, and can be used to train and test machine vowel classifiers. 
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The confusions made by listeners in vowel classification are summanzed by the covanance matrix. Each RRM, k? = (mi), gives the rating of vowel i for vowel class j, where j=O (a rating of 'n') or j=1 (a rating of 'y'), The element U,, of the covariance matrix, v = .VM, gives the number of vowels assigned to class i that are also assigned to class j . Normalizing the covariance mamx by the percentages of vowels assigned to each of the vowel classes yields the correlation "ix, CM = [cij), where c;; = ui;/vj;. To measure the difference between two CMs, we defined a mesure, the correlaiion disrance, D C M , which is the absolute difference between two CMs weighted by a factor related to the probability of vowel occurence:
l a where R and S are the two mamces. and the weighting factor, said to occur at locations along the cochlea and times at which an impulsive epoch is followed by a synchronous epoch. Figure 1B shows the time-averaged auditory-model representation to a steadystate vowel nuclei, /eh/. This representation, which comprises 120 channels spanning the frequency range from 250 to 3400 Hz, is quite sparse; in the absence of noise, there is substantial information only around frequencies that correspond to the formants. Because the auditory-model representation is based on a time-domain signalprocessing strategy, it appears relatively insensitive to additive noise and spectral distortion of the input. 
Machine Vowel Classification
Architecture: We employed MLP classifiers which had either the auditory-model or the spectral-feature representation of a vowel set as the input and generated an RRM as the output The network architecture consisted of an input layer of 120 input units for the chosen feature representation, a hidden layer of 20 units, and an output layer of 9 units corresponding to the vowel classes. Larger hidden layers did not substantially increase network performance while fewer hidden units resulted in a performance deterioration.
Training: Networks were trained using the back-propagation method. Because the CM computed from the average of the RRMs of all listeners differed from the individual CMs, we trained networks to match individual listeners rather than to match a hypothetical average listener.
In order to train and test the classifiers, we split the complete set of 1845 vowels into three subsets, a training set (50%), a validation set (25%), and a test set (25%), each of which had the same balance of male and female speakers as the complete set (29% female and 71% male). RRMs from each of eight listeners were also split into corresponding "training", "validation" and "test" submatrices. During each mining step, the RRM produced by a network was compared to the RRM derived from the "training" subset of a 
Testing:
The performance of the classifiers was tested on vowels of the independent test ser. We assessed the performance of networks primarily by using DCM derived from comparing RRMs generated by eight network classifiers to Specifically. we compared the average CM of the eight RRMs generated by the "best" MLps with R. then the average CM of the eight RRMs generated by the "second best" MLPs, and so on, to arrive at an average correlation distance, p and an estimate of the variance, 4, which serve as indicators of network performance based on confusions between vowel classes.
As an additional measure of classifier performance, we computed the average number of y-decisions that the networks and the conesponding humans had in common. 
CONCLUSION
The major purpose of this study was to determine whether machine vowel classifiers can be designed which match human performance in listening experiments on vowels occurring in natural speech. We find that machine vowel classifiers can be successfully constructed using either the auditory-model or the spectraknergy feature r e p resentation as inputs. In the absence of noise or spectral distortion, the performance of classifiers trained to either of these representations does not differ substantially more from the human listeners than the human listeners differ from each other. However, classifiers employing the auditory-model representation as the input are more invariant in the presence of noise and spectral distortion than classifiers based on a spectral-energy feature representation. 
